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ABSTRACT
Over few decades, people have been working on providing security solutions, whereas attackers too have been working

simultaneously. We present an evaluation of security algorithms, comparing performances and robustness. These comparisons
are performed after hardware implementation and use crypt-analysis. The targeted devices are wrist watches, RFID tags, IoT
devices and others, which don’t have a lot of areas (million of gate equivalent). While performing this, the primary concern
has been exploring to find an algorithm that can work in these constrained limits. This led to a search for an algorithm
that has low hardware footprints, low power consumption, and better speed but at the same time implements adequate
security. PRESENT has been found to be one such suitable algorithm. It has been also included in the new international
standard for light-weight cryptographic methods under ISO/IEC 29192-2:2012 for its straight forward and light design. Our
paper reports hardware implementation results of PRESENT, AES, ECDH, DH and RSA cryptography algorithms. We have
implemented these algorithms with standard gate library of UMC-90nm. Each algorithm has its own architecture and hence
requires different crypt-analysis techniques like brute force, Pollard’s Rho, and biclique for "difficulty to break" measurement.
It is a measure in term of time and data complexity of efforts required of a cryptographic attack. We have obtained 1.7×
improvement in area and 63× improvement in power for modified PRESENT algorithm as compared to AES. It has been
also been observed that the proposed PRESENT algorithm has a time complexity of break-attack as 2127 for 128 bit key
length.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays the internet of things (IoT) has gained a valu-
able attention from industry and academia. It allows
people and things to be connected anytime, anyplace,
with anything and anyone, ideally using any path/network
any service. One vision of the future is that IoT becomes
a utility with increased sophistication in sensing, actua-
tion, communication, control and in creating knowledge
from a vast amount of data. This will result in qualita-
tively different lifestyles from today. For example, smart
city, digital world, e- education, e- health many more
are some of the applications Authors in [1], highlight the
vision and scope of IoT. The cities will be smart lot of
things should be embedded, and communicate with each
other. It may be happening with washing machine and
refrigerators. They would talk to each other, might have
vision and thinking capability. Authors in [2], discuss a
kind of platform to host deployment of IoT applications
which looks like app store or thing-store. They have pre-
sented IoT management system, which helps to manage
apps using event query language. Authors in [3], have
presented a social use of IoT, for example smart city. An
architecture of ALMANAC smart city was presented. In
which they discussed four layers- the API, virtualization,
data management, and smart city resource adaptation.

In a smart city lots of utilities like cleaning, power,
water, education, traffic, transport and weather moni-
toring are connected to peoples. The communication is
through internet. When things are severed via internet
then security is an issue.

A number of cryptography algorithms developed based
on asymmetric and symmetric public keys. Different ap-
plications use default algorithms. IoT devices are minia-
turized in term of size or area. Due to area constraints it
doesn’t not employ to heavy processing elements. So con-
ventional security solutions are not suitable for IoT de-
vices. However, this security concern requires such kind
of lightweight solution which can be suitable or fit ac-
cording to a low footprint. Authors in [4], describe the
hardware implementation of asymmetric algorithms like
Diffie-Hellman (DH), Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA), &
Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH), and Compared
their performance, area, and power. A ECDH is found
to be far better than DH and RSA in term of power
and area. Which can support some of the IoT devices
but is not ultra lightweight. These security algorithms
are known to be software efficient compared to hardware
implementation. Only few architectures have been tai-
lored for silicon implementation. Authors in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
obtained better performance and area by effecting im-
provement in one of the parts or modules of complete
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) like S- box, key
expansion, and Mixcolumn. These algorithms might be a
solution for those IoT devices which suffer from area and
power. An algorithm proposed in [10] called PRESENT,

is claimed to be suitable for lightweight & resource con-
strained IoT hardware. A lot of applications are based on
IoT now day’s, some of them have append in [1, 2, 3, 11].

1.1 Motivation
For IoT devices, security requirements are high with a
low footprint. The domain of security is verse. It has
been developing since last few decades. After the devel-
opment of VLSI technology, a lot of work has been done
on the hardware implementation of cryptography. In this
scenario security architecture and VLSI design space are
rapidly growing. For many VLSI designs, speed and
cost requirements vary over different market segments
of the targeted applications. High-end segments, such
as server CPUs/center node and hardware router/node
ASICs, demand high performance, while low-end but
high-volume markets such as ASICs for IoT devices de-
mand low cost and power consumption (not necessar-
ily high performance except security). Hence depend-
ing on the application (security & low footprint), there
is a strong motivation to explore the energy efficient
lightweight security solution. Those solutions should tar-
get IoT devices, which are suffering from security. Before
finalizing, the solution must have adequate security and
should be robust. The targeted IoT devices, which have
only 2-3k gates space for security purpose and remaining
space for functionality and task like sensing, actuation,
communication, and control.

1.2 Robustness Comparison
Security of a cryptography algorithm depends on key
size. It is measured in terms of time and data complexity.
Processes to find time and data complexity differ from
algorithm to algorithm. Crypt-analysis for block ciphers
(i.e. AES and PRESENT) has been done with help of
biclique crypt-analysis. Crypt-analysis for stream cipher
(i.e. ECC) has been done with help of Pollard’s rho and
baby step- giant step. AES, PRESENT, RSA and ECDH
are robust and complex. It is shown in Figure 1, com-
plexity in AES & ECDH algorithms are exponential (2n)
and sub-exponential (

√
2n) respectively, while for RSA

is defined by n, where n is shown in equation 1 and L is
the number of bits.

n = 1.923 ∗ 3
√
L ∗ ln(2) ∗ 3

√
ln(L ∗ ln(2))2 − 4.69

ln(2) (1)

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2., we discuss related work on lightweight security
schemes e.g. symmetric public key crypto-algorithms
like PRESENT, AES and asymmetric public key crypto-
algorithms like ECDH, RSA. In Section 3., we analyze
robustness, i.e. difficulty in breaking the security scheme,
for various security algorithms using biclique crypt-analysis
and Pollard’s rho. Section 4., provides brief idea about
hardware implementation methodology of ECDH and PRESENT.
In this section, we describe architectures (iterative and
parallel) for PRESENT and efficient modulus calculation
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Figure 1: Robustness in terms of time complexity of
break-attack (128 bit key)

of a fractional number used in ECDH. In Section 5., we
provide results of implementation of PRESENT with op-
timized S- Box and efficient ECDH with improved mod-
ulus method. In this section, we also identify the de-
sired security solution, which possesses a low footprint
(lightweight, low power and high throughput) with ad-
equate security. This energy efficient solution is quite
useful for IoT devices.

2. Related work
2.1 Previous work
Earlier works done in the area of symmetric algorithm
(i.e. DES & AES) to obtained better performance and
area by effecting improvement in an area, high through-
put (pipeline) and low power. There are various tech-
niques for power optimization. One of the best technique
is switching activity. According to equation 2 dynamic
power, can control with help of Vdd & α. Vdd voltage
depends on technology and α is switching factor that is
created with the help test patterns (*.saif file). Other
work targeted crypt-analysis techniques of a block ci-
pher and stream cipher. A lot of work has been done
on biclique crypt-analysis, which helps to compare a se-
curity analysis for block ciphers (i.e. AES, PRESENT,
LED and many more). Crypt-analysis techniques for the
stream cipher is Pollard’s Rho, Baby Step- Giant Step
and Brute Force. Brute Force is applicable for all block
and stream ciphers. It is a benchmark. Other techniques
obtained better performance in term of time complexity.

P = αV 2
ddCloadf (2)

2.2 Low Foot-Print Approaches
A lot of symmetric key cryptography (DES, AES & PRESENT)
were developed. AES is unbreakable up to today’s or can
say that no attack was successful to achieve a security
key. This security depends on some rounds which are
10, 12, 14 for AES-128, AES-192, AES-256 and 31 for
PRESENT-128. In this section we discussed a post de-
veloped research overview of AES and PRESENT. AES

AES

Plain text(128 bit)

Cipher text(128 bit)

Key

(128, 192, Or 256 bit)
PRESENT

Plain text

(64 & 128 bit)

Cipher text

(64 & 128 bit)

Key

(80, Or 128 bit)

Figure 2: AES symmetric cipher

and PRESENT was developed in 2001 and 2007. Au-
thors obtained better methodology for area, power and
performance.

2.2.1 Advanced Encryption Standard
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is private key sym-
metric block cipher, which is faster and stronger than
triple DES. In AES 128 Bit plain text converts into 128-
bit cipher text with the help of 128 bit, 192 bit, and
256 bit key. It is shown in Figure 2. To increase the
complexity, its operation repeated for round of 10, 12,
and 14 ( Nr = Keysize

4 + 6 ). In every round requires
four-word byte so total requirementW0−W44 for 128 bit
size. First four word is the key & then they are expanded
to calculate remaining forty words for ten round. This
technique is called as key expansion. Each round includes
Sub Bytes, Shift rows, Mix column, add round key and
last round is slightly different in which mix column is not
present.

Authors in [5], proposed a hardware implementation
of AES, The objective of authors was to get a minimum
area and power without worrying about throughput. The
novelty of the work was mix columns implementation.
Authors presented a submodule (modified multiplier),
which calculates a quarter of mix column and inverse
mix column operation in one cycle instead of four mul-
tipliers. This results in reduction of area. The work has
been implemented on 350nm CMOS technology.

However, authors in [6], presented a hardware imple-
mentation of AES Encryption. They presented a two S-
box, which help to improve throughput (one round com-
puted in 16 clock cycle, so total clock cycle was 176).
Using two S-Box(one for subbyte and another for key ex-
pansion) area will increase but it reduced with the help
of efficient MixColumn / InvColumn, Byte permutation,
and 130nm CMOS library.

Authors in [7], presented an AES architecture, whose
outcome was the lowest energy per encryption. S-box is
lesser contributes in area, so author uses two S-box simi-
larly in [6]. Authors enhance its performance using native
S-box and native key expansion. The area is reduced by
nine gate counts compared to previous without affecting
the performance. Design technology is 65nm CMOS. The
approach had a higher efficiency, of 0.83 pJ/bit at 0.32
V.

Authors in [8], presented a compact, low power AES
core using small S-box and an improved key expansion
block. In this author presented two optimizations, first,
the S-box optimization and second Rcon block optimiza-
tion. The S-box is transformed from GF(28) architecture
to GF(28)/GF(24)/GF(22) and inverse. However, Rcon

3



Table 1: Comparison of hardware implementation of AES Algorithm
AES-128 Technology

(µm)
Area
(No. of
Gates)

Throughput
(Mbps)

Frequency
(MHz)

Power
(µW/MHz)

[5] 0.35 3400 9.9 80 4.5
[6] 0.13 3900 232 290 62
[7] 0.065 0.012 mm2 - 11 14.6
[8] 0.18 2900 - 50.5 34
[9] 0.13 5500 - 12 99
[12] 0.18 2421 0.61 0.1 -
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Figure 3: A comparison of S box and Control Gates [5,
6, 9]

block is optimized by the simple Boolean optimization
method.

Moreover authors in [9], implemented single S-box op-
erator using the composite field. Single S-box was used
for subbyte and key expansion to save the resource. Re-
source sharing requires a lot of control gates and circuits.
Thereby, increasing the overall gate counts. But saving
of one S-box, gate was not too much. Figure 3 show a
comparison of gate equivalent of S-box and control for
three algorithms.

The discussed methods have been tabulated in Ta-
ble (1). The methods are expressed in terms of area,
power and performance optimization. On basis of crypt-
analysis, AES is still robust. Authors in [12], satisfy
a lightweight property (No. of GE is 2412) but their
throughput was 0.61 Mbps. According to us this is not
suitable for targeted IoT devices like nodes, sensors, RFID
tags and wrist watch. Authors in [6], achieve a desir-
able performance but they pay extra penalty for area.
According to previous works, we compared their area,
power and performance. This results far away from our
proposed solution.

2.2.2 PRESENT
PRESENT is a symmetric block cipher having light-weight
cipher properties. It was developed in 2007 by the Or-
ange Labs (France), Ruhr-University Bochum (Germany)
and the Technical University of Denmark in 2007 [10], de-
signed by Andrey Bogdanov, Axel Poschmann, Christof
Paar, C. Vikkelsoe, Gregor Leander, Lars R. Knudsen,
Matthew J. B. Robshaw, Yannick Seurin, and. This al-
gorithm is famous for its compact design. The design of

Plaintext Key register

S BoxLayer

P Layer

S BoxLayer

P Layer

 Ciphertext

Key

updation

Key

updation

 Add Round Key

 Add Round Key

Figure 4: Block diagram of PRESENT [10]

PRESENT is evolved from the most hardware efficient
AES finalist SERPENT [13]. Even the name PRESENT
is a witty manipulation of the word SERPENT.

PRESENT is built on the Substitution-Permutation
or simply SP-network model [14] consisting 32 rounds of
operation. The size of the block used for plaintext is 64
bits with two variants of keys, one of 80 bits and an-
other of 128 bits. With tag based constrained devices
in mind, 80-bit key version is adequate for security pur-
poses. This cipher was developed for situations like low
computational power and low chip area. It uses 4-bit S-
Box for hardware optimizations in comparison to heavier
ciphers that uses 8-bit S-Box design. It also uses a Per-
mutation Layer or simply pLayer for performing bitwise
permutations.

Encryption routine consists a key update and addi-
tion process, a linear bitwise permutation layer and a
non-linear S-Box layer. Now the first 31 rounds perform
XOR operation between the round key Ki for 1 ≤ i ≤ 32
and the updated block while the 32nd round is just for key
addition. The non-linear S-Box layer employs a single 4-
bit S-Box S running parallel 16 times in every round.
The key schedule process produces 32 round keys using
the pre-supplied key. Figure 4 describes the complete en-
cryption routine algorithm of PRESENT cipher shown in
Algorithm 1.

In [4], presented an efficient inversion module and key
exchange scheme for ECC. Among which the most criti-
cal modules of ECC was inversion method. Key exchange
scheme was DH [15]. Similarly authors in [16] target a in-
version modules. They compare four inversion methods
and select one of the best method (iterative Frobenius
map) based on performance. ECC is not suitable for low
power devices. It was implemented with millions of gate

4



Algorithm 1 PRESENT Encryption
1. Input block provided by User b63...b0 is XORed with

the input key Ki = κi
63...κ

i
0 , bj → bj ⊕ κi

j .
2. This intermediate output is processed for substitu-

tions by S Box Layer.
3. Then P Layer performs the permutations of the bits,

P (i) =
{
i ∗ 16mod 63, i ∈ {0, . . . , 62}
63, i = 63

4. Key Updation takes place in parallel for next
rounds.

5. Above steps are repeated for 32 Rounds.

equivalents. Authors in [17] use partitioning schemes. In
which some are implemented in software and remaining
are hardware implementation this is called as hardware
and software co-design.

An RSA [18] algorithm can be divided into three par-
titions RSA, exponentiation, and modular arithmetic.
According to a previously known fact, software suffers
in case of performance compared to hardware. If area is
high, then the cost will be too much. Which solution is
best? It is decided on basis of the problem, and some
solution is according to partitioning. In partitioning,
some part of the design are implemented with software
and some with hardware. The author presented code-
sign which satisfy performance and flexibility trade-off.
An RSA algorithm has exponentiation calculation which
consumes a lot of area compared to other ECC, AES, and
PRESENT. This area penalty makes a difficult choice to
choose RSA for Low area devices like IoT.

This paper’s primary focus is achieve to lightweight
& low power algorithm for security purpose. We choose a
best one algorithm from each side (Symmetric and Asym-
metric public-key cryptography [19]) second thing selec-
tion and comparison are based on same security level or
difficulty level. By these things, we decide to take ex-
isting algorithm like ECDH and PRESENT. Our work
targets to make them hardware efficient.

First, we targets low throughput, high complexity
blocks in existing algorithm like modulation of a frac-
tional number and S Box (requires RAM). We designed
the S-Box with Boolean expression using logic gates de-
spite block RAM. IoT devices don’t have any room for
RAM/ROM. If S-Box is designed using look up table in-
stead of combinational circuit then pay high area penalty.
Suppose this S-Box stores in ROM, ROM have 8*256 bit
= 2048 bit area. Store requirement has much more im-
pact on the overall size of the circuit.

Second, In ECDH architecture modulus of fractional
number consumes too much area. So designed an efficient
hardware block (based on Gauss’s algorithm) which cal-
culates a modulus of fractional numbers.

Third, IoT devices haves high frequency. But existing
algorithm is slow. To increase performance (throughput
and frequency) of an algorithm, we presented parallelism
in architecture and low power design. Our work includes
both iterative and parallel architecture of PRESENT al-
gorithm which gives the highest throughput compare to
any existing algorithm.

Fourth, what is the process to find security level (ro-
bustness) of the algorithm is crypt-analysis? Our work
explores the crypt-analysis techniques for symmetric and
asymmetric public keys in which we present differential
and linear attacks and their difficulty or loophole of keys
based on Brute force, Baby step- giant step, pollard’s
Rho and biclique crypt-analysis techniques.

After this design, we have implemented an application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) of ECDH & PRESENT
algorithm (iterative and parallel architecture) and iden-
tified a efficient security solution for IoT devices which
suffers from an area, power and performance. In recent
years, many other lightweight variants of block ciphers
have been proposed- GIFT [20], SKINNY [21], MIDORI
[22] and SIMON [23]. However, they differ in robustness
against attacks.

2.3 Our contribution
We have focused on improving the performance & area/power
features of PRESENT algorithm. The ECDH has tradi-
tionally found suitable, primarily for key exchange.

Our contribution lies in proposing certain modifica-
tions on PRESENT/ECDH. The contributions of present
manuscript are as follows in contrast to reported results
in [4].

• Improved S-Box (PRESENT). Comparative evalu-
ation of standard S-box and proposed Optimized
S-box is performed. Using the proposed method,
we could save 60 LUT’s (FPGA implementation).
Enhanced throughput and reduced area have been
achieved, as area of hardware is a major concern for
IoT devices.

• We have also explored PRESENT algorithms in its
64-bit as well as 128-bit version, for its normal it-
erative as well as faster parallel version realized in
hardware; establishing that parallel version provides
10× throughput.

• Comparison of symmetric algorithms for low foot-
print, which could support an IoT device

• We compare the security strength of symmetric al-
gorithms, asymmetric algorithms based on theoretic
framework of crypt-analysis

We have evaluated security strength i.e. robustness against
attack. The strength is presented for various algorithms
in terms of equivalent security strength provided by cer-
tain length of key (bits). We have used theoretic frame-
work for crypt-analysis, i.e. indicative order of time com-
plexity needed to break the respective cryptography pro-
tocol [24, 25].

3. Crypt-analysis Techniques
The general purpose of cryptography is to secure the
data (plain text) from cyber-thieves (like called foes, as-
sailants, interceptors). Cyber terrorists are accepted to
have complete access to the correspondence between the
sender and beneficiary. Crypt-analysis is the process of
recovery of the plain text of a message without access to
the key. It likewise may discover shortcomings in a cryp-
tosystem that inevitably prompt the past results. In this
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section, an attempt has been given to get an idea of hard-
ness. Lets see an example of four digit lock having 104

combinations to unlock. Here a digit can be 0-9 so there
are 10 possibilities for all n digit. Now discussing about
binary numbers (0 and 1). For N bit key size 2N combi-
nations are possible according to brute force. Differen-
tial, linear, integral, and impossible differential analyses
are most practical in term of data & time complexity. A
meet in the middle (MITM) attack is suitable for block
ciphers like AES, LED, Picallo, and PRESENT. A bi-
clique crypt-analysis technique is based on MITM attack.
The computations for registering discrete logarithms on
elliptic curve- the baby step, giant step method, and Pol-
lard’s rho method have been borrowed from [4, 26] and
tabulated in Table 3.

3.1 Biclique Crypt-analysis
Firstly this concept is used for hash function crypt-analysis.
Then it is implemented on block cipher algorithms. It is
obvious that every crypt-analysis was taking a reference
of worst case which is brute force and trying to create a
new benchmark. A biclique is characterized by its length
and dimension. The advantages of biclique, over brute
force: cost of constructing biclique and matching com-
putation. Biclique crypt-analysis is two types: long bi-
clique and independent biclique. Independent biclique is
more efficient so it is considered. In which partial rounds
are counted in bicliques and remaining are counted with
brute force. Example attack on m (out of r) rounds with
help of biclique and remaining (r-m) with brute. Proba-
bility of success for independent biclique is 1.

Ctotal = 2k−2d(Cbiclique + Cprecomp

+Crecomp + Cfalsepos) (3)

Here, d = 3, Cbiclique is the cost for constructing a bi-
clique (= 23+1 ∗ 4

31 = 21.05), Cprecompis the precomputa-
tion of matching check for most 4 bits (= 23 ∗ 27

31 = 22.8),
Crecomp is the complexity of recomputing (22d= 22∗3)
values in both direction forward and reverse, Cfalsepos is
the computational complexity by false positive (22∗3−4=
22 )[27].

Authors in [28, 29, 30, 31, 32], presented biclique
crypt-analysis for PRESENT and AES. It’s result im-
proved 3 to 5 time compared to brute force. This is
slightly good but in terms of 2n, it is too small. A
comparison of their results is shown in Table 2 using
equation 3. Select the best result for PRESENT, which
is data complexity 223 and computational complexity
2127.32. Similarly for AES data complexity is 256 and
computational complexity is 2126.13. This results show
that difficulty (Security) was unaffected. On bases of
difficulty we picked one by one algorithm for ASIC im-
plementation and compare their performances, area and
power.

3.2 Baby Step-Giant Step
Before entering the points of interest of the calculation,
a fast thought: we can simply compose any number x

Table 2: Biclique Crypt-analysis: Complexity of needed
attack-efforts
Target algorithm Rounds Data

Complexity
Time

Complexity
PRESENT-128[28] Full (31) 219 2127.81

PRESENT-128 [29] Full (31) 244 2127.37

PRESENT-128 [32] Full (31) 223 2127.32

AES-128 [30] Full (10) 288 2126.18

AES-128 [31] Full (10) 256 2126.13

as x = am + b, where a, m and b are three arbitrary
integers. For example, we can write 22 = 3 ∗ 5 + 7.

The baby-step giant-step is a "meet in the middle"
algorithm. It is shown by Algorithm 2

Algorithm 2 Baby Step-Giant Step
we can simply compose any numberx as x = a ∗m+ b ,
Q = x ∗ P = (a ∗m + b) ∗ P
1. Calculatem = [

√
n]where x, a,m andn are integers

2. For every b in 0, 1, 2........m calculate bP and store
in the hash table.

3. For every a in 0, 1, 2......m calculate amp & Q−amp
4. check hash table if there is exist a Q − amp = bP

If it exists then we found x = am+ b

3.3 Pollard’s Rho
Given P and Q then find x such that Q = xP . With Pol-
lard’s rho [26], we will solve a slightly different problem:
find integer a, b, A, B such that shown by Algorithm 3

Algorithm 3 Pollard’s Rho
1. Given P and Q then find x such that Q = xP

With Pollard’s rho, we will solve a slightly dif-
ferent problem: find integer a, b, A, B such that
aP + bQ = AP +BQ put Q = xP

2. Then aP + bxP = AP + BxP simply (a − A)P =
(B−b)xP Presently we can dispose of P , But before
doing as such, recollect that our subgroup is cyclic
with order n

3. a − A = (B − b)x (mod n) find out value of x x =
(a−A)(B − b)−1mod n

The principle of operation of Pollard’s rho is simple: we
define a pseudo-random sequence of (a,b) pairs just 109-
bit long curves have been effectively broken. The most
recent fruitful endeavor was made in 2004. The prize was
honored on 8 April 2004 at a gathering of around 2600
individuals spoke to by Chris Monico. They likewise uti-
lized a variant of a parallelized Pollard rho strategy, tak-
ing 17 months of calendar time.

17months ∗
√

2192
√

2109
≈ 5 ∗ 1013
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Figure 5: Architecture of ECDH

Table 3: Crypt-analysis for ECC illustrating Complexity
of attack-algorithm [4, 26]

Algorithm Time Complexity Space Complexity
Brute-Force O(n) =O(2192) O(l)
Baby-Step,
Giant-Step

O(l) O(
√

n)=O(2
192

2 )

Pollard’s Rho O(
√

n)=O(2
192

2 ) O(l)

4. Hardware implementation
4.1 Architecture of ECDH
We have discussed about ECDH algorithm in the previ-
ous section. In this section, we present architectural im-
plementation. A designer’s concern is to trade-off area
for improvement in performance to the extent possible.
This architecture contains adders, shifters, multipliers,
and hardware for finding modulus of a fractional num-
ber. This is shown in Figure 5. Adder (carry look ahead)
and Wallace tree multiplier can be used according to tar-
get devices. Modulus of fractional number is calculated
using Gauss algorithm [4].

4.1.1 Modulus of a Fractional Number
Modulus of an integer number is far easier to compute,
compared to modulus of a fractional number. Some of
the proposed methods in literature for computing mod-
ulus of fractional numbers, are complex and not efficient
for hardware implementation. We propose an efficient
method described in Algorithm 4 and illustrated in Fig-
ure 7. In this method, N denotes numerator, whereas
D denotes denominator. Computation of modulus of
fractional number with prime number P is described as
Mod = (N/D) %P

4.2 Architecture of PRESENT
4.2.1 Iterative Architecture of PRESENT
The primary concern during this design is to save area
and power, and for the purpose iterative design architec-
ture is chosen for 80-bit PRESENT cipher. This design
architecture utilizes one S-Box layer and one permuta-
tion layer. One round of PRESENT is performed in one
clock cycle. We require a 64-bit data-register and an

Algorithm 4 Modulus of a Fractional Number
1. Check value of D*i is just greater than P for

i=1,2,3.....,P-1 If Yes go to step 2 and No check for
higher i values.

2. Update the values N, D N = N ∗ i %.
3. If value of D is 1 then go to step 4 otherwise repeat

from step 1.
4. Modulus of Fractional number is N

80-bit key-register to store the values of plaintext and
the key. The data path has one bitwise XOR of 64 bits
size, 16 S-Boxes working alongside, and one P-Layer for
permutations shown in Figure 8. The key updation pro-
cess requires an 80-bit key-register, a 61-bit left rotation
usually wiring, one S-Box, and a 5-bit XOR operation.
Initially, the plaintext and the secret key used are saved
in the relevant registers. The value of data register and
the key register is updated after each round. A 5-bit
round counter is also required to process 32 rounds. At
the end of 31 rounds, data in the data-register is finally
XORed with the key of 32nd round.

 Counter

64

80

Data Register Key Register

 S

P Box S Box

<< 61

64

64

64 80

80

80

5

64

5

64

4 4

[79:16] [19:15]

4

 Ciphertext

Plaintext Key

4

71

[79:76] 4 5

 S

Figure 8: Iterative Architecture of PRESENT

4.2.2 Parallel Architecture of PRESENT
For designing the parallel architecture for the PRESENT,
whole operation of encryption consisting 31 rounds is un-
rolled. Now, instead of using same data path for every
round like in Iterative design, each round has its own
data path. Round keys are calculated from the 80-bit
key supplied by the user and are available at all times
during the operation. Figure 6 explains the data path
of the parallel architecture. The whole process consists
of 32 XORs, 496 S-Boxes, and 31 P-Boxes to compute
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the ciphertext. The key updation process requires 31 S-
Boxes and 31 XORs. To increase the maximum clock
frequency, after the P-Box of each round, pipelined reg-
isters are added. Although, this design requires higher
chip area but the throughput is significantly increased.
Once the pipeline registers get full initially i.e. after 31
clock cycles, it encrypts the plaintext into ciphertext in
every clock cycle.

4.2.3 Optimized S-Box Design for PRESENT
The standard design of PRESENT cipher makes use of
LUTs for the implementation of the S-Box. An S-Box
design based on LUT or BRAM occupies a large amount
of space for its operation and due to their fix architecture
there is not much room for optimization in their size.
So to optimize the design performance, another option is
considered. We decided to design the S-Box with Boolean
expressions using logic gates. We used Logic Friday, a
graphical user interface for espresso tool to generate these
minimized expressions for the output bits of S-Box.

As discussed, the PRESENT S-Box is a 4-bit to 4-bit
S-Box. Now, let us consider the input to this 4-bit S-Box
be x = (x3‖x2‖x1‖x0) and similarly the 4-bit output be
S(x) = (S3(x)‖S2(x)‖S1(x)‖S0(x)). The Logic Friday
tool provided the following minimal expressions for the
S-Box output bits.

• S3[x] = x3x2x1x0+x3x2x1x0+x3x2x1x0+x3x2x1+

Table 4: Key Exchange between Alice and Bob
User Private

Key
Base
Point

Public
Key

Share
Key

Alice 121 (2,2) (115,48) (161,69)
Bob 203 (2,2) (130,203) (161,69)

x3x2x1x0 + x3x2x1x0 + x3x2x1x0

• S2[x] = x3x2x1x0+x3x2x1x0+x3x2x1+x3x2x1x0+
x2x1x0 + x3x2x1x0

• S1[x] = x3x2x1x0 + x3x2x0 + x2x1x0 + x3x2x1x0 +
x3x2x1x0 + x3x2x0

• S0[x] = x3x2x1x0+x3x2x1x0+x3x2x1x0+x3x1x0+
x3x2x1x0 + x3x2x1x0 + x3x2x0

The benefit of this conversion is that the whole operation
of S-Box can be expressed using Boolean expressions.

5. Results
5.1 Software Implementation
5.1.1 Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman
A general elliptic curve is taken that is represented by the
following equation: E: Y 2 = (X3 + aX + b)modP where
X, Y are elements of GF(P) and a,b are the integers
modulo P, satisfying: 4a3 + 27b2 6=0(mod P )

Generate elliptic curve values as following are chosen
a = 2, b = 0 and P = 37. The private and public key
pair for user A and B are generated as shown in Table 4

Encryption
ECDH is a key exchange scheme, as we wish to validate
the larger number of elliptical points/ coordinates in an
encryption scheme, let’s choose an image message. For
example illustration, let’s have sample image of Figure
9 (a), read each of its pixel value and transformed these
values into a ciphertext by XORing with the shared key.
Message is shown in Figure 9.

Values of pixel (M) will vary between 0 to 255 (Black
to White). Encryption operation will be as follows: Plain
text (Mi)= 144. Cipher text (Ci) = Mi XOR (Kax

*Kay
). Encrypted image is shown in Figure 9 (b). We
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(a) Plain text image (b) Encrypted image (c) Decrypted image

Figure 9: Validating encryption and decryption for ECDH with Image message

use XOR operation on during processing, which bleaches
CBC. In order to mitigate the impact of CBC, we have
used round operations, which renders image like having
regular patterns.

Decryption
Now, Bob will receive Ci and calculate the plain text Mi

using his private key Kb. Decryption process will be as
follows: Mi=Ci XOR (Kbx

*Kby
). Decrypted image is

shown in Figure 9 (c).

5.1.2 PRESENT SCHEME
Encryption Cipher designs are implemented using
Verilog and simulations are performed in Xilinx ISE 14.7.
For Encryption routine we have taken 64-bit hexadecimal
plaintext 2e4780e27f27f830 and a 80-bit key 2f0c5f6a1-
cb4de011239. After successful implementation of the al-
gorithm we got the ciphertext value as ed929c2635d40836.

Decryption The decryption module works like the
encryption module. The 32nd key of the encryption mod-
ule is required for the first round of decryption module.
For compact design, we have assumed that this key is
already computed and available at the beginning itself.
So we provided values of ciphertext ed929c2635d40836
and 32nd key e2f62a9eca945eb76026 and successfully re-
trieved our plaintext back.

5.2 Hardware Implementation
5.2.1 PRESENT implementation
After successfully implementation of the PRESENT (Stan-
dard and optimized S-box) scheme, the results are shown
in Table 5 and its variants on FPGA. The results reflect
an area difference (more than 50 LUTs). For experi-
mentation, we synthesized this PRESENT-extend ver-
sion using Synopsis Design Compiler with 90 nm UMC
FARADAY library.

Both Iterative and Parallel Architecture designs have
been synthesized, in order to analyze their overall per-
formance. This synthesis provided us with area, power
and performance details of our design. Table ?? shows
the Area comparison results of the two architectures. It
shows the design area in µm2and corresponding Gate

Equivalents (GE), calculated by dividing the total de-
sign area with area of 2-input NAND Gate. The GE of
our Iterative design is 1920.7 only, satisfying the 2000
GE condition of RFIDs. While the Parallel Architecture
has 29575.2 GEs suitable for applications where area is
not a constraint. The iterative design reuses same com-
ponents repeatedly to achieve reduction in the chip area,
but it increases the latency to 32 cycles. The design
takes the next input after 32 cycles and thus both la-
tency and throughput are equal i.e. 32 cycles. While
for the parallel design the output corresponding to any
input, comes after 32 cycle but once the pipeline is filled
we get output every cycle. Here, the latency is 32 cycles,
while throughput is one cycle only. Table 6 shows the
Power consumption comparison between both the archi-
tectures. The Iterative design has Total Dynamic Power
in few mW range while the power of Parallel design is
nearly 10 times higher.

5.2.2 ECDH implementation

In Section 4., we have presented the architecture of ECDH.
A hardware implementation of ECDH was too much costly
area-wise, compared to software implementation. In ECDH
architecture, a lot of area (million number of gates) is
consumed by multiplier and modulus of fractional num-
ber. According to requirements of low area and high
throughput, efficient multiplier could be used like Booth’s,
Wallace tree, systolic array multiplier. Similarly, we have
tried to get an efficient solution for modulus of frac-
tional number. However, our design wasn’t as efficient as
PRESENT scheme. Nevertheless, ECDH was was found
to be fast and efficient compared to other asymmetric
algorithms viz. RSA and DH. Diffie-Hellman key ex-
change algorithm, Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algo-
rithm, and Elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) algo-
rithm were implemented. The dynamic power dissipated
is generally classified as a sum of the internal power and
switching power. Using PrimeTime (Synopsys), the com-
puted total dynamic power [4] for three of these algo-
rithms is shown in Figure 10.
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Table 5: Standard and Optimized Iterative design of PRESENT

S Box
Style LUTs FFs Total Eq.

Slices
Frequency
(MHz)

Clock
cycles

Through-
put

(Mbps)
Area Efficiency

(Mbps/Slices)

Standard 347 149 224 226 32 452 2.01
Optimized
(Proposed
Boolean)

287 149 194 233 32 466 2.40

Table 6: Area and Power comparison results between different designs
Algorithms Architecture Area

(µm2)
Area
(GEs)

Total Dynamic
Power (mW )

PRESENT-80 Iterative 6023.47 1920.7 0.834
PRESENT-80 Parallel 92747.98 29575.2 8.441
PRESENT-128 Iterative 7124.60 2271.6 0.918
PRESENT-128 Parallel 95508.44 30455.4 8.578

Figure 10: Comparative evaluation of dynamic power for
three algorithms- RSA, DH, and ECDH [4]

6. Conclusions
We have proposed improved PRESENT block cipher and
ECDH, which have light-weight properties and are suit-
able for constrained devices. This paper explores dif-
ferent implementations of PRESENT cipher on various
platforms ranging from FPGAs to ASICs. The aug-
mented designs have shown lightweight properties and
are suitable for low resource devices. We have optimized
and augmented the PRESENT by improving the S-Box
design. The results have shown that there is a signifi-
cant decrease in the total slices used by the design. The
devices with lesser resources and power capability, aim
at a design with low chip area, where throughput may
not be of much concern. Moreover, with low chip area,
the proposed PRESENT cipher also provides adequate
security along with.
The second parallel implementation is designed for de-
vices, where area and power are not constraints but higher
throughput is desired. Table 7 shows the Performance
comparison between PRESENT-80/128, AES and ECDH
architectures. These results prove to be good solution for
IoT devices. Developers are trying to create low-cost IoT
devices. However, it is a fact that they don’t have too
much room for security. That’s why several people have
raised a concern about security. This Table 7 and Table

8 show the answer to both the problems.
Table 8 summaries the robustness for various algo-

rithms. Assuming key size to be N, this is described
as what is the hardness in algorithm. These compar-
isons are based on time complexity needed by a breaking-
attack. A row in this table illustrates the required key
length for an equivalent security strength. Actual key
sizes, used are 128, 192, 256 for AES, and 80, 128 for
PRESENT.

PRESENT-128 algorithm is superior as compared to
other algorithms in term of security strength, area, power
and throughput. The hardware design of PRESENT pos-
sesses following features.

• Adequate Security: For 128 bit key, time com-
plexity for PRESENT- 2127, AES- 2126, & ECDH-
264 . PRESENT offers high security with equivalent
number of bits.

• Low Area: S Box Optimization saves area, hence
lesser gate equivalent. We have got adequate se-
curity with 2272 GEs. The S-Box is of 4 bits as
compared to AES which has S-box of 8 bits.

• Low Power Design: power consumption is (0.98
µW /MHz). This is lowest among all.

• Throughput is the highest (1.86Gbps ) as compare
to AES and ECDH without paying any area penalty.

We infer that proposed modified PRESENT is better,
more suitable than AES in terms of low power, satisfies
area constraints, as well possesses better security (2128

versus 2127 for 128-bit version). The work is continu-
ing for comparative exploration of many of recently pro-
posed block cipher schemes [20, 21, 22, 23] for resource
constrained applications.
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Table 7: Performance Comparison of different algorithms

Algorithms Technology
(nm)

Area
(GEs)

Max.
Freq.
(MHz)

Max.
T’put
(Gbps)

Area Eff.
(Mbps/µm2)

Power
(µW/MHz)

PRESENT-80 90 1921 934.57 1.86 0.31 0.89
PRESENT-128 90 2272 934.57 1.86 0.26 0.98
AES-128[6] 130 3900 290.00 0.23 - 62
ECDH-10[4] 90 10204 44.64 0.446 0.014 12.76

Table 8: Robustness Comparison: Key size for equivalent
security strength [4]

Key Size (No. of Bits)
AES PRESENT RSA ECDH
56 56 512 112
80 80 1024 160
112 112 2048 224
128 128 3072 256
256 256 15360 512
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